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Juiced horses get squeezed
By John Dudley
john.dudley@timesnews.com

Michael Dickinson gave anabolic steroids to countless horses during more than two decades as one of the
foremost trainers in the racing industry.

Dickinson said he used the steroid Winstrol on many of his horses because he found himself caught up in a
culture in which potentially millions of dollars ride on how big and strong a horse looks and runs.

"I did it, as do 95 percent of trainers in America," Dickinson said. "I had to do it to compete."

With pressure mounting to halt equine doping, and states like Pennsylvania outlawing drugged horses at its
tracks, Dickinson is among those who believes the longstanding practice of artificially enhancing
thoroughbreds will soon be a thing of the past.

"You can't defend the indefensible, and the use of anabolic steroids on horses is indefensible," said the
British-born Dickinson, whose long lost list of accomplishments includes a pair of Breeders' Cup wins and
more than $20 million in earnings in the United States alone.

Many in the industry believe Pennsylvania's testing program is a much-needed reaction to a widely
speculated, seldom-discussed issue that threatens to harm horse racing at a time when its popularity is on the
wane.

As Presque Isle Downs & Casino gears up for the opening of its first full meet today, some of those same
people believe the public appetite demands a return to horses that run only on hay, oats and water.

Pennsylvania's law went into effect April 1 after two months of preliminary testing that revealed a 98.8
percent negative return rate among 2,061 samples. Violators must surrender their purses and face fines and
the loss of their racing licenses.

Gov. Ed Rendell hailed the program as an example of Pennsylvania leading the movement to curtail drug use
in the horse racing industry.

"We are setting a national standard by ensuring that our racehorses are clean of steroids and any other
performance-enhancing substances," Rendell said.

Critics of the testing program say it addresses outdated substances. Anabolic steroids have been around since
the 1970s, and in recent years a variety of synthetic drugs, some similar to the so-called "designer" steroids
produced by the BALCO lab uncovered during baseball's steroids scandal, have emerged as more-effective,
less-detectable replacements.
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Jerry Pack, a state veterinarian who oversees Presque Isle Downs' state-of-the-art test barn, says those
concerns are being addressed. Pack points to the Department of Agriculture's Pennsylvania Equine
Toxicology and Research Laboratory in West Chester, which he calls one of the most high-tech drug-testing
labs in the world.

"Synthetic steroids and those types of substances are a concern," Pack said. "But our lab is sophisticated
enough to test for those, too."

Concerns over the use of steroids in thoroughbreds center on two main issues -- the health of the horses and
the safety of their handlers.

Researchers and veterinarians cite data that suggest steroids cause shrunken testicles in male horses and
shrunken ovaries in females, and can interrupt, if not permanently damage, a filly's ability to reproduce.

There is also strong evidence that steroids cause horses to behave erratically. Pack says he has encountered
female horses that tried to mount him while he led them through test barns.

"It makes them behave like stallions," he said.

Niall O'Callaghan, a respected Kentucky-based trainer who has leased 10 stalls for this year's meet at Presque
Isle Downs, said he routinely worked with horses that had received steroids in the late 1980s and found them
to be all but uncontrollable.

"The closer we get to hay, oats and water, the better," said O'Callaghan, who said he abandoned the use of
steroids on horses in 1989.

Anabolic steroids became the rage in the industry in part because of their ability to make yearlings -- the
young horses sold at auctions -- appear bigger, stronger and more fit. Steroids increase appetite and muscle
mass, making horses more attractive to prospective buyers. They are also credited with helping horses heal
more quickly after intense workouts.

But one of the perceived benefits, the added mass, is blamed by some equine experts for injuries similar to
those suffered by Eight Belles, last week's Kentucky Derby runner-up. Eight Belles collapsed at the end of
the race, suffering catastrophic injuries to both ankles. Eight Belles' injuries were consistent with those
caused by horses carrying too much body weight in relation to their skeletal frames, but owner Rick Porter
insists blood samples taken from the horse will show she had no steroids in her system.

"One of the questions you have to ask is whether a horse's limbs can support that added bulk," said Dr. Doug
Byars, a veterinarian who works with thoroughbreds in Kentucky. "There's a lot of things we don't know
about what anabolic steroids do to horses. But I've never believed they really have to have them."

Dickinson, who retired from training late in 2007 and is the inventor of the Tapeta racing surface used at
Presque Isle Downs, says typical bettors won't notice the difference when anabolic steroids disappear from
the racing industry.

And he is among those who insists that they will disappear, basing that belief in part on what he describes as
repugnance among other horse racing nations who view lax drug policies in the United States as an affront to



the industry.

"What Pennsylvania has done should be applauded as an important first step," Dickinson said. "I think other
states will follow suit, and within a relatively short period of time, almost no one will be using anabolic
steroids."
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